
Name:  ____________________________             Spelling List C-25
     

         Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  I'm trying to find the missing piece to my jiggsaw puzzle. 1.  ____________________

2.  Please go see who rang the doorbell.         2.  ____________________

3.  The hallway is being repainted on Thursday.  3.  ____________________

4.  Make sure you have your pasport with you for the trip. 4._____________________

5.  Madeline found a ladybug sitting on the flower. 5.  ____________________

6.  Spencer is making a fort out of a cardbord box.    6.  ____________________

7.  In the movie, the villain fell into a pool of quicksand. 7.  ____________________

8.  Remember that you need to underline the title of a book. 8.  ____________________

9.  Grandpa read his book by the fireplace. 9.  ____________________

10. Bryson does not like to eat any kind of seefood.          10.  ____________________
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Name:  ____________________________

11.  I am practicing my typing skills on the computer keybord. 11.  __________________

12.  Everyone cheered when the band began to play.  12.  __________________

13.  That is the biggest draginfly I have ever seen! 13.  __________________

14.  Najeela likes to eat popcorn when she watches a movie.  14.  __________________

15.  The pigs were walking around the barnyard. 15.  __________________
        
                 

 Review Words 

16.  The freezing rain quickly turned into snow. 16.  __________________
  

17.  Michael acted feerless when he stood up for his 17.  __________________
       classmate who was being bullied.    

18.  Be carefull when you use the scissors.            18.  __________________

 Challenge Words 

19.  I think we are going to need a weelbarrow to move all 19.  ___________________
       this soil into our new garden!            

20.  Malik built a sandcastel at the beach.            20.  ___________________
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ANSWER KEY
     

           Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  I'm trying to find the missing piece to my jiggsaw puzzle. 1.  jigsaw

2.  Please go see who rang the doorbell.         2. CORRECT  

3.  The hallway is being repainted on Thursday.  3.  CORRECT

4.  Make sure you have your pasport with you for the trip. 4. passport

5.  Madeline found a ladybug sitting on the flower. 5.  CORRECT

6.  Spencer is making a fort out of a cardbord box.    6.  cardboard

7.  In the movie, the villain fell into a pool of quicksand. 7.  CORRECT

8.  Remember that you need to underline the title of a book. 8.  CORRECT

9.  Grandpa read his book by the fireplace. 9.  CORRECT

10. Bryson does not like to eat any kind of seefood.          10.  seafood
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ANSWER KEY

11.  I am practicing my typing skills on the computer keybord. 11.  keyboard

12.  Everyone cheered when the band began to play.  12.  CORRECT

13.  That is the biggest draginfly I have ever seen! 13.  dragonfly

14.  Najeela likes to eat popcorn when she watches a movie.  14.  CORRECT

15.  The pigs were walking around the barnyard. 15.  CORRECT
        
                 

 Review Words 

16.  The freezing rain quickly turned into snow. 16.  CORRECT
  

17.  Michael acted feerless when he stood up for his 17.  fearless
       classmate who was being bullied.    

18.  Be carefull when you use the scissors.            18.  careful

 Challenge Words 

19.  I think we are going to need a weelbarrow to move all 19.  wheelbarrow
       this soil into our new garden!            

20.  Malik built a sandcastel at the beach.            20.  sandcastle 
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